Lukewarm Lemmings and the Lysenko Larceny
The Learned can lead the masses to the wellhead of Truth, but we cannot make them
think. Since the advent of the written word, presumed divine right rulers and their scribes
have used knowledge as a weapon to enslave the masses. Restricting literacy and access
to knowledge are cornerstones of a feudal, slave state. Following the collapse of the
highly successful Roman slave state, the church and their divine rulers chose to keep
Latin as a preferred means of communication to avoid exposing their most sensitive
secrets.
The Gutenberg printing press and the Luther native language Bible removed the choke
hold of the feudalists and created the conditions for the Renaissance. This was soon
followed by the development of the English Scientific Method and the greatest leap in
civilization since the written word. The discovery of the New World greatly increased
the fortunes of Europe’s feudal system, but soon proved to be beyond total control.
Information on the feudal, monopolist banking control of government, industry, media
and technology is explained in a series of articles under the History tab at
FauxScienceSlayer [1] website.
Stalin embraced state imposed ‘science’ solutions promoting a hypothesis of Trofim
Lysenko for genetics and crop yields with disastrous results. This dictated hypothesis
science is now called “Lysenkoism” in his honor. We live in a false paradigm reality
bounded by faux science, fake history, filtered news and financed by a fiat currency
which is being exposed by the New Gutenberg press, the internet. Since only the few at
the top of the pyramid benefit from feudalism, it is necessary to expand feudal control by
deception, using the loyal promoters/opposition illusion, with an elitist controlled
opposition, but always ratcheting to the same goal. The ruling elite have used this same
method of control on technology, using taxpayer funding to set up the Carbon climate
forcing fraud. If you are going to rig a horse race, you need to control all the horses. If
you are going to rig a science debate, you need an extremely well funded front runner,
and a 5% funded controlled opposition to keep an uncontrolled third party from
interfering.
The first mission in this fraud was to create a well funded, but intentionally defective
branch of science called Climatology, morph the laws of science to fit the hypothesis
while still being ‘believable’ and fudge whatever data was necessary to ‘prove’ the false
hypothesis. Previous articles have exposed every facet of the violations of every law of
science and will only be briefly mentioned. A good subtitle for this article would be
One Scientists Odyssey Thru AGW Insanity. It is not good practice to write technical
articles from the first person perspective, but since I must describe my efforts on a
personal level with many of the ‘players’ in this farce, I must use first person narrative.
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I began a very serious study of Carbon Climate Forcing [CCF] with the election of a
climate zealot as president in 2008. I was familiar with directed narrative news outlets
from previous civic activities in Houston, and approached the supposed objective
Washington Times with an editorial. I was told that my article was too technical. I
rewrote, explaining in the simplest terms, again, too technical. After three submissions
and a dozen phone calls to the editor it was obvious that science cannot be made stupid
enough for this news outlet to publish. I next approached then internet news and got my
first major post, “Hoax of the Century” at InfoWars, April 13, 2009. There was a lot of
push back in the comment section about ‘sticking to conspiracy theories’, when in fact it
was green taxes that were to fund the UN green army that was to impose Agenda 21.
I continued to post online articles, next at ClimateRealists [2], which lead to crosslinks to
many sites including Drudge, Breitbart, ClimateDepot and others. In October 2009 I got
my first post at Canada Free Press [3] with “One Pleasant Day in Runnymede”. In
January 2010, I attended a fake debate between Richard Lindzen of MIT and Gerry North
of TAMU, where Gerry’s pre-debate conditions were, NO visual aids and NO mention of
the ClimateGate scandal. There was a two hour luncheon at the Houston Petroleum Club,
and another two hour fake debate at Rice University that evening. Confronting Lindzen
after the Rice event with Thermodynamic questions, I was told that I did not understand
‘climate science’. These fake debates were useless, science-free demonstrations in hand
waving.
In the April 2010 edition of Disney propaganda screed Discover, there was another fake
debate between the Darth BIG Warmist, Michael “Hocky Stickery Doc” [1] Mann and
Luke Warmist Judy Curry. I posted “Non Science Nonsense” [3] and began an email
exchange with the uninformed Georgia Tech Luke. Finally, when email proved fruitless,
I telephoned Judy in May 2010 and asked that she audit an engineering Thermodynamics
class that summer, she agreed. In September I again called Judy to ask about Thermo,
she replied that she “attended the first class, did not know what they were talking about,
left and never returned”. There is documented evidence of willful ignorance by this
scientist, who we will visit again in this documentary.
In July 2010, Roy Spencer wrote a ridiculous article on how ‘cool object can warm’ and I
immediately responded with “Rocket Scientists Need Not Apply” [3]. I notified Roy by
email, as professional protocol would require and he replied “Thanks for warning me”,
but never addressed his errors. An even greater analysis of the defects in this hypothesis
are in “No Virginia, Cooler Objects Cannot Make Warmer Objects warmer Still” [4], by
Dr Pierre Latour, PhD Chemical Engineering. Engineers are VERY familiar with energy
transfers and properties of matter in gaseous, liquid and solid states, a subject we will
return to soon. In July 2010 I was approached by an international group of scientist to be
coauthor of a text explaining the correct climate science and I agreed. In November 2010
the text, Slaying the Sky Dragon was released and was immediately attacked.
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Coauthor Dr Claas Johnson, Professor of Applied Mathematics at the Royal Institute of
Technology, Sweden was censored from teaching one of the formulas required for
engineers to solve Thermodynamics problems because it VIOLATED the “laws” of
climate alchemy. Ever since Thomas Newcome invented the steam cycle, water vapor
engine in 1712, and Alexander Twining invented the CO2 refrigeration cycle in 1850,
engineers struggled to understand heat transfer in all materials. In 1869, the first Periodic
Table of Elements was published by Dmitri Mendeleev and an independent version
published by John Newlands. Newlands’ work was ridiculed and forgotten until the
Royal Chemistry Society finally recognized and honored his work in 2008. Never expect
a “royal” society to recognize Truth. I responded to this flagrant attack by the Royal
Institute with “Carbon Warfare Rules of Engagement” [3].
Engineers have studied heat transfer of every substance on the planet, under gas, liquid,
and solid states to develop our current technology using the Laws of Thermodynamics,
codified in the 1870s. For a brief introduction into the properties of matter, see
Phi-usa.com/Papers/CO2-presentation-LAM-2003-06.pdf
These Laws are so powerful that Einstein remarked:
“Classical Thermodynamics is the only physical theory of Universal content, which
I am convinced, will never be overthrown”
…. from the man who revised Isaac Newton.
In January 2011, I attended the Houston premier of the book, Climate of Corruption, by
University of Houston professor Larry Bell at a True The Vote meeting. For the record,
TTV founder Catherine Engelbrecht is the bravest woman I have ever met, and it was an
honor discussing our defective government after the meeting. Bell’s publisher requested
a book review, since I was now a fellow author. Larry presented 220 pages of
meticulously researched, interlocking Carbon financial crimes, and then asked the
rhetorical question, “Is all of this a conspiracy. Probably not”. I was stunned. Larry then
went on for thirty pages on the finite fossil fuel hoax and the ‘sustainable’ green energy
frauds. I bought my copy of “Corruption” and did not want to make negative comments.
Had the publisher furnished a free copy, I would have been obliged to respond, and as an
honest scientist, voiced my minor objections to an otherwise valuable text.
One of the many science texts that I read on this journey was “The Hockey Stick
Illusion” by Andrew Montford. In January of 2011, the Slayers formed a science society,
Principia Scientific International, to peer review research that was boycotted by the
monopolist owned peer/pal publications. I highly recommend the Publications tab at this
site. In February of 2012, Larry Bell hosted an event with Luke Warmist, Fred Singer of
CFACT at the U of H campus. I attended along with Dr Pierre Latour and fellow
engineer Robert Ashworth. I elected not to bother Fred with Truth, and he avoided
answering any Thermo questions.
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In July 2014 I hit the mother lode of Luke Warm duplicity when I attended the Heartland
ICCC-9 conference in Las Vegas. Over the next three days Dr Latour, SSD coauthor
Tim Ball, SSD publisher Ken Coffman and myself had the opportunity to be stonewalled
by the almost the entire Luke community including Spencer, Patrick, Michaels, Soon,
Carter, Monckton, Morano and Watts. Chris Monckton deserves special mention has my
discussion with him was limited to his soliloquy in French of Fourier comments from
1800 and the German translation of the Swedish fraud, Svante Arrhenius. I covered some
of the ICCC antics in “Mommie, Can We Play Obombie Truth Origami”[1], and as
protocol demands sent to Monckton. He felt insulted that I called him a “stuntman” and I
replied that I rather admire stuntmen.
In his ICCC bulletin CV Monckton is listed as an architect by education and Thatcher
advisor. What is NOT mentioned is that he actively promoted Carbon climate forcing as
a way to promote more nuclear power in the UK to undermine the powerful coal lobby.
Chris and I did spend some time with a professor who had startling correlation between
published USGS Pacific seismic and NOAA temperature data, research that will soon
escape the peer/pal gatekeepers. Also deserving of special mention was my meeting with
Marc Morano, host of ClimateDepot. Marc had reluctantly posted several of my articles,
beginning with “Gee Mr Mooney, We All Need A Lobotomy” [2]. At ICCC-9, Marc
announced that he was producing a feature length documentary on climate fraud and I
told him that if he did not provide all three sides of this rigged debate, that neither I, nor
history would judge his work well.
One of the more ‘powerful’ Luke gatekeepers deserves additional mention, the bombastic
TV weatherman, Anthony Watts. I had been a frequent reader and occasional comment
poster at his blog site. Blogging on an active website is like playing the Family Feud
game show, where if you don’t respond quickly the thread changes and your comment is
no longer relevant. One day playing Family Feud with Tony, I made an incorrect
statement. At the time I had a slow dial up service and instant fact checking was not
possible. I felt an obligation to my readers to explain my error and wrote “My Remote
Reader Mea Culpa”. I sent Tony a copy, and he replied that “Had I made my apology to
HIM, and not my readers, he would have posted at his blog”. From that point on Tony
became increasing belligerent, editing my comments with “<SNIP> insert snide remark“
and then posting his comments against me. One “snipped” comment involved Tony’s
incorrect statements about historic floods. Since he obviously had never heard of the
flood of 1927, so meticulously documented in Rising Tide, by John M Barry, I
commented with FACTS. After his <SNIP> and snide rebuttal, Tony did some quick
research and then posted my comments as his own.
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Tony had a booth at the ICCC carnival where he was promoting his ‘Open Atmosphere
Society’ a takeoff on Principia Scientific. Members should be aware that because Tony
cold not answer science questions, he BANNED a long list of words and phrases,
including Electric Universe, Slayers, Slaying and more. Tony, this is your final notice to
reject the false idol of back radiation warming and make your mea culpa for years of
bullying and promoting false science.
I finally met the Thermo class dropout, Judy Curry at the September 2014, Heritage and
Texas Public Policy, Crossroads Summit in Houston. At this conference, Curry stated
that the climate alchemists “still did not ‘know’ exactly how much CO2 warmed the
Earth, but with MORE research money they could find the exact figure”. Sorry Curry,
but you do not correct a false hypothesis with a coefficient. The Specific Heat of
Nitrogen is 1.04, of Oxygen is 0.92, of Argon is 0.52 and of CO2 is 0.84, meaning Argon
and CO2 heat and cool faster than standard air. Oxygen and Ozone absorb in a few
spectral bands, CO2 in three and water vapor in +50,000, but absorption is momentary,
followed by a lower energy emission, in effect FILTERING solar energy. Earth only gets
hot enough to emit in one IR band, therefore more CO2 means more cooling.
It is now appropriate to mention the science qualifications of my other Slaying the Sky
Dragon coauthors. Dr Tim Ball, is one of the few Climatologists on the correct side of
science, and has been tireless in arguing and writing on the defects of Carbon forcing. Dr
Martin Hertzberg, PhD Physical Chemistry is a retied US Navy Meteorologist and author
of US Patents on Submicron Particulate Detectors and on Multi-channel Infrared
Pyrometers. Dr Charles Anderson, PhD Physics and former scientist for the US Navy
and Lockheed. Alan Siddons and Hans Schreuder are both trained chemists.
As an irony to the Lemming Darth Big and Luke Little Lemmings, the 1958 Academy
Award winning Disney fiction, White Wilderness, where the dramatic, mass suicide
behavior of lemmings was introduced, was staged. Since this film took three years of
production it is doubtful that neither Walt nor leaders of the Academy were unaware of
the fraud, proving that propaganda is preferred over Truth by the powerful.
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In this so far six year ordeal, I have had thousands of emails from hundreds of highly
qualified scientists and have mentioned and linked to their work constantly. In the last
thirty years the bipartisan, RINO-DINO puppet show has squandered in excess of $200
billion in Carbon endangerment findings, using faux science to promote wholesale trillion
dollar destruction of the coal and electrical power generation capacity of our nation. The
ONLY reason this fraud has remained active is by the willful ignorance of the players
who have wrapped themselves in the sanctimonious mantle of ‘deniers’ or ‘skeptic’. All
climatology degrees must be revoked and all climate texts must have an errata directing
reader to the corrected science.
Meanwhile ruinous chem-trails coat our skies, politicians and media sock puppets repeat
the LIES.
Joseph A Olson, PE
Mar 2, 2015
[1] these articles are posted at my website, FauxScienceSlayer.com
[2] these articles are in archive at ClimateRealists.com
[3] these articles are in archive at Canada Free Press
[4] these articles are posted at Principia Scientific International

